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Figure 2: Survival Rates Based on Cancer Stage Diagnosis

Background

Effects of Annual Cancer Screenings

In 2019, cancer was the second leading cause of death in the United
States (CDC, 2021).
Insured individuals according to the Affordable Care Act have free
cancer screenings. Depending on the state one resides in, there are
different rules for frequency and types of screenings (Simmons, 2020.
Uninsured individuals have opportunities to get free cancer screenings.
This is through the National Breast and Cervical Cancer Early Detection
Program (NBCCEDP) (“All Patients”, 2021).
Median age of people diagnosed with cancer is 66 years (“Risk
Factors”, 2021).

As routine screening shows the benefits of decreasing the risks of breast cancer,
the goal of these screenings are there to catch cancers early. The majority of
screening for breast cancer is with a mammogram.
Mammogram: a series of x-rays taken of the breast to look for
abnormal areas or small white spots “micro/microcalcification”
(calcium) on the breast (American Cancer Society, 2020).
This screening process can look for signs of breast cancer on the tissue before the
physical check for lumps on the breasts (American Cancer Society, 2019). Studies
have shown that women who have routine mammograms have a 10% to 25% less
chance of dying from breast cancer than women who do not have routine
mammograms (Jin, 2014). In the United States, the U.S Preventive Services Task
Force recommends that women ages 50 to 74 years get a screening every 2 years
(Jin, 2014).

IPE and Breast Cancer
Good interprofessional collaboration can result in a decrease of adverse
effects in patient care. Interprofessional collaboration is “becoming
increasingly important in the specialty of oncology… oncology patients
can benefit from interprofessional collaboration” (Knoop et al., 2017, p.
459). When it comes to the early detection of breast cancer, “the
contribution of breast imaging and the diagnosis of breast cancer is crucial
and for early detection and improving the survival rate” (Strom et al.,
2018, p. 170). Many different members on a interprofessional team can
contribute to the early detection of breast cancer. According to Strom et al.
(2018), there are many ways an interprofessional team can collaborate
when it comes to the early detection of breast cancer:
Radiographers, nurses, and midwives can work together
explain awareness, risks, and benefits of breast cancer
screenings.
Nurses and radiographers can work together to determine
patients are risk of breast cancer
A radiographer can perform mammograms or ultrasounds to
detect cancer and support any suspicious findings from the
imaging.
Nurses and midwives can perform Clinical Breast Exams.

Outcomes of Cancer Screenings
● National Breast Cancer and Cervical Cancer Early Detection program
(NBCCEDP)- provides breast and cervical cancer screening to low-income
- Among 1.8 million women, the program saved 100,800
life-years compared with no program and 369,000 life-years
compared with no screening
- Per women screened the program saved 0.056 life years
compared with no program and 0.206 life-years compared
with no screening

● Study investigating the effect of mammographic screening on the individual
level. Looking at association of screening history with breast cancer death
- Found a breast cancer mortality reduction of 70% in screened women
compared to unscreened women

Summary

PICO Question
How does access to cancer prevention information and annual cancer
screenings in adults aged forty and older, impact cancer diagnosis
outcomes?

Cancer can be easily detected by screenings. Annual screenings are extremely
important in order to detect cancer early. Yearly mammograms for women can detect
breast cancer early. Early detection can save the life years of women. The mortality
rate of of those who are annually screened can be decreased by up to 70% compared
to those who are not screened.
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